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Cari, Jean, and I would like to welcome all of you into the pages of our spring edition of On
the Horizon newsletter. With spring comes change and renewal, and we have some
changes we would like to share with you – from fond farewells to happy greetings, to out
with the old look and in with the new, to new opportunities coming our way. We invite you
to read on as we continue our journey into 2012.
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Reflection
April 25th marks the 60th anniversary of Administrative Professionals Day, previously known as
Professional Secretaries Day. Since 1952, the International Association of Administrative Professionals
(IAAP) has honoured office workers by sponsoring a special week and day in their name. In the year
2000, IAAP changed the names to Administrative Professionals Week and Administrative Professionals
Day, to keep pace with changing job titles and the expanding responsibilities of today’s administrative
workforce. Today, Administrative Professionals Day is one of the largest workplace observances outside
of employee birthdays and major holidays (http://www.iaap-hq.org/events/apw).
As you look through the completed contracts section of this newsletter, you’ll see the names of the
consultants, research assistants, and administrative assistants who have worked on each contract.
There is one name you don’t see explicitly though, and it should be written loudly through every single
Horizons contract and every single Horizons achievement: Vicki. As our Administrative Coordinator,
Vicki is the glue that holds us together. She has been with Horizons from the beginning (nearly 10 years!)
and she is the invisible person behind all we do. Vicki is the first contact for Horizons, she manages
all information that comes in and goes out of Horizons, she manages our books, she formats our
documents, she updates our website, she writes cheques, she organizes data coding and analysis
tasks, she prepares our newsletters, she provides contact lists, she takes notes at meetings, she keeps
track of when things are due, she sends us good jokes, she keeps us organized, she checks the mail,
she organizes registrations and prepares materials, she coordinates our administrative assistants, and
she rises to the occasion and does whatever is needed when it is needed. She does all of this good
naturedly and usually with a smile on her face. Please join us in a shout-out to Vicki: We couldn’t do
it without you Vicki, and we appreciate you every day.
Please take a moment to think about any administrative professionals who help you in your work and in
your life. Think about how different it would be without them (we don’t want to even imagine life without
Vicki!) and thank them in some special way. Happy Administrative Professionals Day, Vicki!
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Introducing Some of Our Team...
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
•
•
•
•
•

Cynthia Keizer
Erin Wolfe
Helen Woodward
Josephine McDonald
Shannon MacLean

Hobbies/things you do for fun: I enjoy reading, walking, housecleaning (not really a hobby,
but I do enjoy cleaning my house…odd I know).
An accomplishment you are most proud of:
Passing the APA (American Payroll Association)
Payroll exam in Oct 2010.
A goal you have set for the future: Sad, but
my biggest goal right now is to lose 40 pounds
by end of 2012…not going so well so far…

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS

Cynthia Keizer
Administrative Assistant
Name: Cynthia Keizer
Place of Birth: Grand Falls, Newfoundland.
Current Residence: Lower Sackville, Nova
Scotia.
Occupation (besides Horizons, if any): I am
a US Payroll Manager with Automatic Data
Processing, Inc. (ADP).
Anything you would like to include about
the important people in your life: I have
been married to my husband Mark for 11
years this coming August. I have a son Noah
who just turned 9, and a stepson Denis, who
will be 18 this summer.
Activities with Horizons: Since about 2007,
I have helped Horizons mainly with data entry,
coding and analysis on a variety of projects.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alan Howell
Barbara Lipp
Berta Klooster
Camille Dumond
Charlotte Lafford
Erica de Sousa
Heather Holm
Katrin Sommerfeld
Marie-Claire MacPhee
Penni Burrell
Shauna Glidden
Susanna Steinitz
Trudy Watts

Marie-Claire MacPhee

smaller renovation jobs around the city for
friends and do contract work for Quoi Media
(based out of Ottawa).
Anything you would like to include about
the important people in your life: Toronto
is fun, but I miss my family and the dogs on
the East Coast.
Activities with Horizons: Research and
writing.
Hobbies/things you do for fun: Community media (radio and online/print journals).
I also am working as part of a land cooperative
on 100 acres outside of Toronto.
An accomplishment you are most proud
of: I am the content curator and co-editor of
the volunteer and community driven journal
nomorepotlucks.org. We are currently in our
fourth year of production.
A goal you have set for the future: A cabin
in the woods.

Research Assistant
Name: Marie-Claire (m-c) MacPhee
Place of Birth: Wolfville, Nova Scotia.
Current Residence: Toronto, Ontario.
Occupation (besides Horizons, if any): I work
as a carpenter and part-time administrative
assistant for a sustainable renovations company called Greening Homes. I also take on
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Some of Our Team... (Cont’d.)
CIRCLE OF ASSOCIATES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barbara Kaiser
Bob Kanygin
Clare LeBlanc Northcott
Darcy Santor
Joanne Linzey
John Colton
Nicole Priddle
Rolene Pryor

Activities with Horizons: Nothing so far but
hoping to be helpful on some contracts in the
future.
Hobbies/things you do for fun: I enjoy
kayaking on the Kennebecasis River, running,
and travel.
An accomplishment you are most proud
of: Personally I am most proud of seeing my
kids through the early teenage years without
losing my sanity, something not for the faint of
heart. Professionally I am most proud of reopening a YMCA that was closed for two years.
A goal you have set for the future: To
upgrade my skills in French. I think I have a good
foundation but could easily lose it in Saint John
with not much opportunity to speak the language. My maiden name is “LeBlanc” so I always
felt like I was apologizing for not speaking French.
At least now there isn’t the external pressure,
just my own personal interest. Another personal
goal is to hike the Appalachian Trail.
Favorite Quote: “Everyone thinks of changing
the world, but no one thinks of changing
himself.” ― Leo Tolstoy

Since I graduated from my Master’s Degree
(Social Psychology) in 2004, I’ve been working
mainly in the field of higher education institutional research. I love data, and helping
people find the answers to the questions that
they have. I also love using facilitation, particularly Appreciative Inquiry, to help people
and teams articulate what is already working
well and what they’d like to see more of in the
future.
Although I’m a proud Nova Scotian, I’m currently living overseas in a small, but affluent,
country called Qatar. I’ve been living in
Doha, Qatar for almost 6 years and it’s been
quite an experience! I’ve been able to do a lot
of travelling, as well as a lot of living and
learning.
My passion is making music and I have lots
of opportunities to do that here in Doha. I play
in a flute quartet, sing in a choir, and dabble in
a really fun ska band, too. When I’m not
working or performing, you may find me on
the run (a novice runner since 2009), playing
with my two cats (picture below), or enjoying
some down time at a spa. Should I say,
‘spaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah’? ☺

Clare Northcott
Circle of Associates
Name: Clare Northcott
Place of Birth: Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
Current Residence: Saint John, NB
Occupation (besides Horizons, if any): I
am Executive Director of the Greater Saint
John Community Foundation, and Owner of
Northcott Consulting.
Anything you would like to include about
the important people in your life: My family
and friends are the foundation of my life. The
support that they have provided to me throughout the years has been more valuable than
anything else in my life.

Shiraz

Sissy

Rolene Pryor
Hello Horizons Team!

I’m hoping that life will take me home to
Canada in the near future so that I can have
the chance to meet you all in person.

My name is Rolene Pryor and I am proud to be
joining the Circle of Associates.

Happy Spring!
Rolene

Circle of Associates
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Recently Completed Contracts
Challenging Behaviour Program (CBP) Evaluation (2011)
Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness (DHW) Continuing Care Branch
(Jean, Cari, Penni, Susanna, Berta, Charlotte, Shauna, Helen, Cynthia)
We’ve completed our evaluation of the DHW’s CBP, a program that focuses on building continuing care system capacity for responding effectively to
challenging behaviours of older people with dementia and/or mental illness, and we’ve presented the findings to the senior leadership team of the
Continuing Care Branch. This evaluation was mainly process-focused, and results are being used to inform the ongoing implementation of the program.

Maternal & Child Health (MCH) Program Evaluation (2011)
Health Canada, First Nations & Inuit Health (FNIH)
(Cari, Jean, Stephanie Francis, Berta, Bob)
We completed our evaluation of FNIH Atlantic’s Maternal Child Health in the fall of 2011, and presented the results to FNIH and First Nations
representatives at a gathering in Pictou County at the end of November. The results are being used to inform the next phase of the program.

Health Planning Community Consultation (2011)
South Shore Health
(Jean, Bob)
The Lunenburg County and Queens Community Health Boards (CHBs) contracted us to conduct an analysis of information gathered through a series
of focus groups in the two counties in the fall of 2011. The focus groups were a component of the first joint health planning process that will lead to
the development of a district-wide Community Health Plan. We analyzed the data and prepared a findings report, which outlined the key themes from
the focus groups to inform the overall plan.

Board Development Workshop (2011)
Community Links
(Jean)
We were contracted by Community Links in December 2011 to design and facilitate a one-day session on board development, including board
governance models and roles and responsibilities. We planned the agenda and materials and facilitated the session, which included a discussion
about key skills required by the organizations now and into the future, and what if any changes the organization needs to make. Following the session,
we provided a follow-up package containing the information from plenary notes, group work and a summary of decisions made.

Literature Review and Consultation (2011)
Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness (DHW) and the Nova Scotia Association for Sexual Health (NSASH)
(Cari, Jean, Berta, Charlotte, Marie-Claire, Shauna)
The DHW and NSASH contracted us to help assess (and affirm) what factors facilitate teachers achieving sexual health learning outcomes in the
healthy living curriculum. We interviewed teachers and other stakeholders from across the province, and conducted a literature review and Internet
search. DHW and NSASH are planning to use the findings in discussions with stakeholders to inform their next steps in working to support teachers
delivering sexual health curricula. As added value, we prepared an annotated bibliography of the resources stakeholders suggested – if you are
interested in obtaining a copy, please be in touch with Vicki.
(Cont’d. on Page 5)
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Recently Completed Contracts (Cont’d.)
Identifying Promising Practices to Reduce Violence and Improve the Safety of Aboriginal Women and Girls in Canada (2012)
Department of Justice (DOJ) Canada
(Jean, Berta, Charlotte, Penni, Shauna, Susanna)
In January, we completed our work with the DOJ on this national project to identify and collect information about promising practices to reduce violence
against and improve the safety of Aboriginal women and girls. We conducted interviews to collect information about work underway in Atlantic Canada
and other parts of Canada. The DOJ is creating a national compendium that will be a resource for community groups seeking to address challenges
in their own communities, allowing them to build on and adapt programs, services and resources from other communities and agencies.

Proposal to First Nations and Inuit Health’s (FNIH’s) Health Services Integration Fund (HSIF) (2012)
Confederacy of Mainland Mi’kmaq (CMM)
(Cari)
CMM contracted us on behalf of all 13 Nova Scotia First Nations, the nine District Health Authorities (DHAs), the IWK, the Native Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Counseling Association (NADACA), and the Department of Health and Wellness (DHW). We worked closely with the First Nation Health Directors
and partners to develop a proposal to FNIH’s HSIF. The objective of the proposal is to integrate provincial mental health and addictions services into
community-based services in First Nations, and to increase cultural safety in service delivery.

Literature Review and Scan of Standards and Guidelines for Supervision in Home Visitation Programs (2012)
Health Canada, First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB), Children and Youth Division
(Cari, Berta, Cynthia, Erin, Marie-Claire, Penni, Shauna, Susanna, Trudy)
We have just completed a contract with the national office of FNIHB to conduct a literature review and scan of standards related to supervision in
home visiting programs in First Nations and Inuit communities. In a very short timeframe, we conducted a literature review and an Internet search,
and interviewed FNIHB program leads across the country to obtain information about best practices for supervision in home visiting programs,
particularly those for Indigenous and Aboriginal communities. The report and considerations we prepared are being used by FNIHB to advise the
Children and Youth Division in the development of a supervision strategy. Thank you to everyone who worked on each step in the process of this
contract. Together we were able to do an excellent job in a very short timeframe.

ACAS Knowledge Transfer Strategy (2012)
(Jean)
In February and March, we worked with Nova Scotia Environment’s representative to the Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions (ACAS), the region’s
climate adaptation collaborative. Each Atlantic province, through its Department of Environment, has been responsible for a number of projects related
to climate change adaptation issues facing the region. As the initiative’s work winds down, ACAS required a knowledge transfer strategy to guide the
dissemination of the learnings and results of the work that’s been undertaken over the last few years. We developed a comprehensive knowledge
transfer strategy, as well as recommendations for an e-toolkit for their website, a community of practice, and considerations for evaluating the Strategy.

Review of No Magic Goat Social Marketing Campaign (2012)
Injury Free Nova Scotia
(Cari, Jean)
We just completed our review of the No Magic Goat campaign (www.NoMagicGoat.ca). We conducted a web survey, key informant interviews, and
a focus group with stakeholders to determine the effectiveness and accomplishments of this edgy, youth-friendly campaign to raise awareness among
youth about the dangers of binge drinking.
(Cont’d. on Page 6)
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In the News...
Horizons’ New Website

Horizons is proud to introduce our ‘shiny as
a new penny’, ‘hot off the press’ website to
all of our friends and colleagues. This has
been a labour of love for us here at Horizons,
and we extend our thanks and appreciation
to everyone who provided input as we
deliberated about designs and the future
“look” of Horizons. Many thanks to our terrific designer Greg Tutty and to our website
consultant Jeff VanderWal for doing such a
great job. Please visit www.horizonscda.ca
to check out the new look!

The Peaceful Paradox
– A New Home
Shauna Glidden, Research Assistant, is
pleased to announce that her business, The
Peaceful Paradox, will be moving into a new
home on April 20th. Shauna will be a member
of the Wolfville Integrated Health Care Team,
a diverse group of wellness and health
practitioners from chiropractic, naturopathic,
massage, acupuncture, and laser to name just
a few. They are located at 189 Dykeland
Avenue in Wolfville. Shauna’s services will
include Reiki treatments and classes,
women’s empowerment and personal growth
counseling focused on wellness and empowerment, and she will offer workshops and
weekly women’s healing circles, as well as
women’s retreats in the near future.
For more information, please contact Shauna at 670-0970 or find her
on Facebook at The Peaceful Paradox.

EVALUATION CAPACITY BUILDING LEARNING PARTNERSHIP
FOR FIRST NATION/ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Over the last while, we have been working on an idea for a ‘learning partnership’ for First
Nation/Aboriginal community members. We have been speaking with and recently met with
several potential partners about the concept. As you may know, we incorporate a capacity
building approach into individual contracts with First Nations; now we would like to develop
a more systematic approach to offering communities an opportunity for building capacity and
evaluation skills.
The proposed approach will enhance First Nations community members’ capacity to be
involved in and conduct evaluations of programs and initiatives in their communities. We will
do this by combining conventional evaluation skills with First Nations’ ways of knowing and
embarking on a journey as co-learners.
Through a year-long series of group sessions and community-based experiential work
with support from Horizons and our colleagues, participants will have an opportunity to build
and practice their evaluation knowledge and skills in projects in their communities. This
process will be piloted in Nova Scotia and refined for implementation in Atlantic Canada.
An important component of the learning process will be to place First Nations learning
approaches and traditions at the heart of the work. We will draw on the wisdom of a First
Nations Resource Group to ensure that we are conducting the sessions in an appropriate
manner. We will also build cultural components into the group gatherings.

Recently Completed
Contracts (Cont’d.)
Report Preparation for Let’s Deal with
It Gambling Awareness Project (2012)
Pictou Landing First Nation Health
Centre (Cari)
The Pictou Landing First Nation Health
Centre contracted us to help them develop
the final report for their five-year Let’s Deal
with It project, which aimed to develop
awareness among community members
about problem gambling and developed a
treatment framework for addressing problem gambling in a culturally safe manner.
Developing the report involved reviewing all
project documents, reports, and activities,
and conducting an analysis of accomplishments, challenges, and learnings from
the project.
★

★

Changes to the★
Horizons
Team

★

One of our greatest strengths as a business
is our ability to draw on and mobilize smart,
talented people with integrity, wisdom, and
generosity to work on our contracts. Since
Horizons started, we have been grateful
for, humbled by, and proud of what every
member of our team contributes to making
us who we are. Over time, people’s life
circumstances evolve, and a few members
of our team are moving on. We are sad
to see you go, and we wish you all the
very best in your endeavours. Our heartfelt
thanks to Administrative Assistants Sharon
McInnis and Holly Aulenback, and to
Research Assistants Julie Bull, Marie
McCully Collier, Michelle (Summer) Fike,
Jenn Thurlow, Brenda MacKinnon, and
Christina McRae. Please keep in touch!
A happier task is welcoming new members
to our team. We are pleased to announce
that Alan Howell and Katrin Sommerfield
have joined us as Research Assistants, and
Rolene Pryor has joined our Circle of
Associates. Welcome – we look forward to
working with all of you!
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✹ Administrative Professionals Day (April 25, 2012)
The theme for the 2012 Administrative Professionals Day® is: “Admins, the pulse of the office.”
Mark this day to thank those that help organize your work day to a manageable level!

✹

Liverpool International Theatre Festival (May 16 - 20, 2012)
http://www.litf.ca
You are invited to Liverpool, Nova Scotia for the eleventh Liverpool
International Theatre Festival. The world will be on the Astor Theatre
stage with a lineup including amateur theatre companies from around
the globe – from Egypt, Germany, Georgia, Wales, Slovakia, Poland, the
United States and more. Joining them are three Nova Scotia
companies, well-known to LITF patrons. (P.S. – Jean is the Vice Chair
of this biannual event.)

✹

Annapolis Valley Apple Blossom Festival
(May 30 - June 4, 2012)
http://www.appleblossom.com/

The Apple Blossom Festival annually opens Nova Scotia's tourist season and continues to enjoy
national and international recognition. Since its beginning, the festival has grown to embrace the
many communities that make up the Annapolis Valley. Apple blossom time signals the end of another
winter, and offers the promise of a new growing season.

✹

2012 KFROGS 5/10K Legacy Run/Walk
(June 10, 2012)
The Kaleigh French Reaching Out Globally Society organizes this
annual community event, in memory of Kaleigh French, to raise
funds to help sponsor other young people in Nova Scotia, wishing
to follow Kaleigh’s dream of reaching out globally, and helping
others by volunteering and learning in a developing country. The
KFROGS 5/10k Legacy Run/Walk is scheduled for June 10, 2012.
Register online before May 10 as an individual or as a team at
http://www.events.runningroom.com/site/?raceId=7698
and take advantage of the early bird rate, and to guarantee you’re
receiving a KFROGS tech shirt! The website also has the
downloadable 2012 pledge form and allows people to sponsor you.
Raise over $250 and your registration fee is refunded!
This event takes place in Canning overlooking the beautiful
Annapolis Valley and participants range from seasoned runners
to beginners, to those that just want a pleasant walk. This event
appeals to all, so spread the word. For more information about
the Run/Walk and all the activities of the day, please visit
www.kfrogs.ca.

Spring Into Action Challenge

(April 23 – June 3, 2012)
It’s back, so get ready to get active!
Spring Into Action is an annual challenge
that Horizons issues to our colleagues,
friends and families. This year it takes
place from April 23rd to June 3rd. The
purpose of the campaign is for all of us to
get physically active and fit for summer!
The challenge runs for six weeks with
the goal for participants to be physically
active 30 minutes a day for five days each
week. As an added incentive, there is an
opportunity for every team and individual
to win a weekly prize draw, as well as
being entered for grand prize draws at the
end of the challenge, for everyone who
achieves 30 minutes per day for five days
a week for the six week period.
To register, have your team captain
visit us online at http://www.horizons
cda.ca and enter your team details and
members’ names on the registration form.
The deadline for registrations is April
18th, 2012.
We invite you to get your household
and/or co-workers together to make a
team (a maximum of 10-15 people per
team), grab your sneakers, get outside,
enjoy the fresh air, have fun, and of
course… SPRING Into Action!
Please visit us on Facebook at http://
www.facebook.com/pages/edit/?id=
139535450482#/pages/Horizons-SpringInto-Action/139535450482

I look forward to hearing from you soon!
Josephine Spring Into Action Coordinator
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F I L E

Springtime Strawberry/
Spinach Salad

✹

National Aboriginal Day (June 21, 2012)
National Aboriginal Day is annually held on June 21st to
celebrate the unique heritage, diverse cultures, and
outstanding achievements of the nation’s Aboriginal
peoples. There are three Aboriginal groups in Canada – the
First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. National Aboriginal
Day in Canada gives people of all walks of life the opportunity to celebrate and share knowledge about the
Aboriginal peoples’ values, customs, languages, and
culture.

Submitted by Vicki Crowell

1 bunch
10 large
½ cup
1 tsp.
1/3 cup
1 cup
1 Tbls.

spinach, rinsed & patted dry
strawberries, sliced
white sugar
salt
white wine vinegar
vegetable oil
poppy seeds

1.

In a large bowl, toss the spinach and
strawberries.

2.

Place the sugar, salt, vinegar, and oil in
a blender and blend until smooth. Stir in
the poppy seeds.

3.

To serve, pour over the spinach and
strawberries, and toss lightly to coat.
Serve immediately.

National Aboriginal Day events are held in every region
across Canada. Activities and events may include summer
solstice festivals; gatherings with traditional and contemporary music, dance, and singing; sacred fire
extinguishing ceremonies; and traditional feasts that may
include fry bread and moose stew.
Visit www.novascotia.com for a listing of events around
the province celebrating this day.

✹

RBC Multicultural Festival (June 22 - 24, 2012)
http://www.multifest.ca/

Visit the Halifax Seaport between June 22–24 to
experience the RBC Multicultural Festival and enjoy
International exhibits of crafts from over 25 cultures, a
global food fair and BBQ with over 25 ethno-cultural
groups offering distinct flavours; entertainment by both
amateur and professional entertainers; and a children’s
tent including face painting, storytelling, songs and
more.

✹

Liverpool Privateer Days
(June 28 - July 1, 2012)
http://www.privateerdays.ca/home
Celebrate Liverpool's significance in maritime history
by visiting the annual Privateer Days summer festival,
a proud celebration of Liverpool’s colourful privateer
heritage.

P.O. Box 2404, Wolfville, NS B4P 2S3

www.horizonscda.ca

The entire town gets into the spirit with music and
festivities, costumes, historical reenactments and
displays, authentic encampments, a busy fairground, a
popular duckie race, wagon rides, entertainment tent,
food vendors, open-air artist market, Canada Day festivities, rum run (dory races), fireworks, and fun all
weekend long. You might even run into a pirate or two.
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